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Regional Response Teams
• Part emergency responder part industry
• Issues

– Liability
• Of fire company
• Of industry workplace
• Of county—mutual aid agreements

– Teamwork
– Training
– Responders have (should have) strict SOP’s

• Actions are on the chief’s shoulder

• Who CERTIFIES Teams?



Team concepts in PA
• Specially trained in ag

 rescue
– At what level?

• Animal Response 
 Teams

• Farm Machinery 
 Experts

• Silo Fire Teams

• Political issues
– Under who’s jurisdiction?
– County chiefs association
– EMA
– Liability?

• Logistics issues
– ICS MUST be followed
– Play nice together 

 before/during/after



Rescue????
• To free (who/what?) from danger
• Assumes that there is danger to 

 someone/something
• Assumes that life will be better after some 

 action by “rescue”
 

people
• What is best for the person (patient/victim) 

 in danger
– Safety 1st

– Medically 



Rescue actions
• Airway?
• Breathing?
• Circulation?
• To set free from 

 danger?
• Then what?
• What is really going on 

 with this person?



How do you train rescuers?



Emergency Responders
 Guidelines to follow

• IN TRANSITION
• OSHA 1910.146
• NFPA 1006‐Consensus 

 standard 
• NFPA 1670‐Consensus 

 standard
• NFPA uses ANSI 

 methodologies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are well defined standards that now in place to guide emergency services.
First and foremost is OSHA 1910.146—when there is a state plan in place, municipal workers (which most fire/rescue services are) are covered under this (or the state’s version, which has to be as strong as the fed)
NFPA 1006 is consensus standard for the technical rescuer. There seems to be a wider acceptance of these rescue standards.
NFPA 1670 defines standards for training dealing with technical incidents. Training standards for grain bin rescue will fall under ropes/rigging, confined space and some extent collapse sections.

None of these standards existed or meant anything to rural responders back when Extension began teaching ag rescue topics back in the 1970’s and 80’s. Today, there is no excuse for not adopting and embracing these in rescue services and in teaching responders. All involved will be legally judged and held accountable to these standards.



Awareness level training
• Recognize confined space hazards
• Initiate contact
• Perform non entry retrieval/stabilization

– Lower life line
– Ventilation
– Lock out power sources

• Site control and scene management
• Low cost investment‐training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next slides just define the different levels of training as defined by NFPA 1670, these are the competencies from 1670.



Awareness level training
• Comprehension

 
of:

– Bin use and construction
– Hazards of flowing grain
– SOP’s for grain entrapment 

 rescue/recovery
• OSHA & NFPA

• Need
– Knowledgeable instructor & 

 basic props
– Can be accomplished in 1 day or 

 less

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next few slides are to educate folks in the audience that really don’t have an appreciation of the various levels of training. The end result is an OPINION of mine of a MINIMAL cost to a community (state) to train responders in this area. This portion of the talk is to get folks to really realize that this issue is going to be an expensive one to tackle, but this expense is really necessary if this is to be done correctly. We can argue about the costs that I’ve used, but the real issue is….someone needs to step up to the plate with some financial resources to enable this to take place.

Not sure how many fire/rescue companies will devote the time necessary to do this. I believe here in PA, probably 1/3 of those that take my other training (tractor, machinery, chemical and confined space awareness) will commit. If that is true, I could see 300 participants per year.

At the awareness level, one or two instructors can be used along with basic props. One thing responders must be able to understand first and foremost is what it is like to walk in grain, so whatever prop they have short of taking them into an actual bin to accomplish this is suitable.



Operations level training
• Atmosphere monitoring
• Uncomplicated entry rescues

– Clear sight of victim, no obstructions
– Space is relatively clear and unobstructed
– Rescuers can easily enter/exit
– All hazards can be controlled
– Cofferdam 

• Proficient
 

in simple
 

rope lowering/raising systems
• Requires training & equipment

– Proficiency?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I bring up proficiency here……I’m planting the seed that if you are going to take these upper level trainings to perform more complicated tasks, whoever teaches these folks:
Needs to be competent themselves
Needs to have the proper resources to allow people to do skills and become competent at those skills
Has some mechanism in place to assure participants can do the tasks that they are being trained to do.





Operations level training
• Pre‐requisites

– Awareness
– Basic ropes/rigging 
– Confined space operations level 

• Comprehension
 

of
– Rigging/confined space for farm

 
bins

• Need
– Experienced instructor team
– Cache of equipment for entry training
– Training props to include bin for entry
– Minimum of 20 hours to prove competency

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice the pre-requisites here. We need to expect some knowledge/competency coming in if we will only have them for 16-20 hours. Again, my opinion.

I personally feel that 20 hours is an acceptable commitment of time for responders to make. My experience shows that most that are dedicated to specializing in something will devote these “blocks” of time. 20 hours is normally made up of Friday night through Sunday. Multiple blocks are also doable, but often not contiguous. 

Because of the hands on component, a team of instructors is necessary…..minimum of 1 instructor to 6 students. A cache of equipment is also necessary for each team of instructors.

Again, my opinion, or perhaps my question……can training at the ops level suffice for FARM bins? My thought here is, if we can get a crew in to build a coffer dam around an entrapped person, so they need to build a safety system for 2 people to enter the bin, get the person untrapped, that person can climb out on his/her own. I’m not personally worried about crush injury syndrome or compartment syndrome for people that have been trapped for 2 or even 3 hours….providing those people are in okay physical shape. I’m not making that a blanket statement but there have been many cases where people have been extricated, transported and released. Discussions I’ve had with trauma docs support this statement.

Also, with farm bins, cutting the sides is an appropriate strategy for smaller farm bins for total engulfment's. 





Technical level training
• Rescues in hazardous environments

– Chance of engulfment/collapse of grain
– LEL & IDLH* environments

• Required for technical rigging for high angle 
 extrication

• Teams have 
 discipline/equipment/practice/confidence

– Proficiency
 

(competence) through training, equipment 
 & practice

*would include being impaired from escaping a dangerous 
 space—becoming engulfed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Big difference with technical teams….they are disciplined, they have the proper equipment, they practice regularly and this builds confidence. These are the teams you want for bigger structures and more complicated rescues.



Technical level training
• Pre‐requisites

– Awareness
– Advanced ropes/rigging (NFPA 1006 Level 2) (32+ hours)
– Confined space technical (NFPA 1006 Level 2) (32+ hours)

• Demonstrate competencies
 

on commercial bins
• Need

– Definition of “competency”
– Experienced instructor teams
– Equipment cache of rescue equipment 
– Commercial facility for entry training
– 24‐32 hours for competency? What about existing teams?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again the pre-requisites….participants that have achieved 1006 certification and thus companies that have formed confined space rescue teams. This is a training that will take those teams and teach them to apply their skills to commercial bin situations.

Will 24 hours be sufficient to this audience? Remember, no time will need to be spent on basic rigging and confined space topics.



Comprehension vs
 

Competency
• Comprehension‐ability to understand the 

 meaning or importance of something.
• Competency‐ability of an individual to do a 

 job properly. Combination of knowledge, 
 skills and behavior.

– Interpret a situation and have a repertoire of 
 possible actions to take. 



Teaching issues
• Needs of audience versus standards

– Time audience will devote
– Money audience will devote
– Class deliverables are well defined by standards

• Resources of instructor team
– Knowledge/experience
– Equipment
– TEAM approach

• Liability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back to time and money for training. 

Also back to old time philosophies of “we always did it that way and got along fine”. Unfortunately there have been fire fighters/EMT’s killed and seriously injured and fire chiefs fined and sued for this attitude.

If a fire/rescue company can embrace NFPA 1006 as a guide, potential liability is lessened. 

If those developing and delivering training programs also subscribe to NFPA 1006 and use 1670 as a training template, potential liability on the instructional team is lessened and supports a new rescue philosophy.



Limiting factors for training
• Time and money for training
• Money for equipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Clearly when you talk about preparing a community to be competent to manage a grain bin entrapment, you need proper training. You cannot build competence in multiple tasks in an 8 hour training session.

Fire/Rescue companies need to make a formal decision and commitment to what they can and will do. No longer can they say we will do all.
All need to be aware of the hazards. Obligation of the chief officers to educate their members of the opportunities in their communities and how they will and will not respond. This is accomplished after some sort of awareness level dialogue.
If they decide they are going to perform rescue from bins, they need to decide how complicated this work will be and how technical they want to become.
They must commit the time to train and practice
They must commit finances to become equipped properly and become competent at the skills
Takes buy in of entire department and their funders…..



Cost of training‐Awareness level
• 2 Instructors @ $250/day=$500
• Travel for instructors $150
• Prop use/maintenance $100
• Total $750
• Grain flow/entrapment trailer prop $2,000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pretty self explanatory. One instructor could do but two is better. 

Ideally there would be some sort of prop, such as the portable bins that can be filled and emptied and transported, where participants can walk in and learn what it’s like to walk in grain. They should really know this before they have to go inside a real bin. I’m just guessing on the cost of this prop…..to include a trailer to pull it on. 

The prop use/maintenance line is to support that….a charge of some sort to maintain that.



Cost of training‐Operations level
 20 hour 

• 4 Instructors (1:6 class limit of 24 participants)
– $2,000

• Instructor travel $1,500 
– Lodging, meals, mileage

• Prop use/maintenance $500
• Program development/management $500
• Total per class: $4,500
• Cache of rescue equipment $10,000

– Per team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we decide a 20 hour program will suffice, remember, they should be walking into this training knowing how to tie their basic knots and set up a basic haul and lower system already.

Instructors are figured at $25 per hour. I believe I used average per diem expenses.

Program development/management, I feel this is important to have a slush fund that is used to develop and upgrade curriculum and for doing the necessary things that are done before and after the class takes place.

The cache of rescue equipment: ropes & rigging hardware, etc. sufficient to allow four groups of students to be working simultaneously.  Adequate??? Would $500 allocated for each class be sufficient for maintaining this cache? Important to include something here.



Cost of training‐Technical level
 24‐32 hour

• 6 Instructors (1:4 class limit of 24 participants)
– $4,800

• Instructor travel $2,500
– Lodging, meals, mileage

• Prop use/maintenance $750
• Program development/management $500
• Total per class $8,550
• Cache of rescue equipment $15,000

– Per team

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice at this level, I’m making smaller groups under the guise of instructors. Not sure this is absolutely necessary if we have good teams coming in to take this training. Bill, what say you?

Bigger cache of equipment.



Statewide estimate
• 20 Awareness classes

– $750 x 20 = $15,000
– Prop outlay $2,000

• 10 Operations classes
– $4,500 x 10 = $45,000
– Cache outlay $10,000 (per team)
– Pre‐requisite training? (ropes/rigging/confined space) 

• 5 Technical classes
– $8,550 x 5 = $42,750
– Cache outlay $15,000 (per team)
– Pre‐requisite training? (1006 certification for ropes/confined space)

• Total training budget: $102,750/state + Pre‐requisites 
• Equipment costs (upfront): $27,000 minimum/state
• Equipment grant fund for departments/agencies?
• REFRESHER TRAINING?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bottom line GUESTIMATE if someone wants to get a feel of what it might cost to train our emergency response community in this endeavor.

Not included in this is what it will cost to come up to the pre-requisites.

Realize that we can argue about specific costs and perhaps if this makes sense, we should push these upward…..although this is a significant investment already.

Thoughts please??



A plan
• Create 501 c‐3
• Savvy

 
Board of Directors

– By Laws 
– Seek funding

• Brand
• Develop training system
• Develop/acquire training 

 props



Develop training system
• Develop awareness & operations level 

 training
• Develop standards for instructors
• Develop standards* for participants
• Train instructor cadre

– Cream will rise over 2 year period
– Drop those that don’t play nice

• Program will enhance and expand‐
– Tech and expanded ops



Standards for training
• Knowledge expected to 

 achieve
– Pre/post testing is 

 important
• Funding
• Instructor evaluation

• Skill competency
• Annual? renewal



Instructor corps
• Start with a curriculum

– Don’t try to get EVERYONE to buy in first
• People WILL work to make improvements
• Some will go their own way—OKAY

• Team Attitude!!!!
– We are ALL on the same team.
– Lose the criticism of volunteers and other 

 trainers



Training standards
• Refer to NFPA for awareness/ops/tech 

– Level 1 and Level 2
• What are the important things

 
(skills)you

 want people to be able to perform?
– Objectives not

 
tactics

– My way doesn’t HAVE to be THE
 

way
– Hardest thing to give up this control



QUESTIONS?????
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